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Covid and Leadership
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

The effectiveness of leadership teams in 'corporates' appears to
have been more negatively impacted than in investment ﬁrms
Corporates

Investment Firms

41%

17%

41 CEOs completed a
survey on how
Leadership Teams have
managed the challenges

% of CEOs reporting a decrease in their leadership team
effectiveness.

posed by Covid and
derived

Leadership teams of companies below $100m revenue have been
particularly unsettled
Smaller businesses’ CEOs reported strained dynamics and loss of
trust with twice the frequency of larger businesses’ CEOs.
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Covid has had a unifying effect on Leadership Teams…..at least
regarding the short-term
93% of all CEOs reported spending much more time ensuring
team alignment, however, only 40% reported greater alignment
on long term priorities.
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More aligned in

More aligned in

the Short Term

the Mid Term

More aligned in
the Long Term
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CEOs identiﬁed some critical ‘lessons learnt’

If having to face something like Covid again, CEOs’ lessons
learnt fell largely in three areas:

1

Move even faster and even earlier

2

Conduct more personal 1:1 ‘check-ins’ earlier and
encourage black-out periods to counter the ‘on all the
time’ burden

3

Put in place better methods of linkage - across senior
people, functions and Covid projects

Over the course of the pandemic, senior teams have dealt with unparalleled upheaval, and in
two-thirds of the cases, their CEO believes they performed as or more effectively than before
the pandemic. The decisiveness, people support and amount of change achieved appear to
have been exceptional. There are, however, signiﬁcant risk factors and learnings to be
cognizant of.
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WHO TOOK PART

Sectors
4.8%

80 Group or Division/Subsidiary CEOs we knew were
emailed a survey in early May 2020 and 41, or 52%,
responded. Whilst that response rate is very encouraging
and the sample size suggests the ﬁndings are fairly
robust, it is of course possible that a group of CEOs
selected because they had crossed paths with a
leadership advisory ﬁrm isn’t representative of CEOs as a
whole. In fact, the response rate amongst those who had
been a client of ours versus those we knew less well
differed by 66%-45%. However, the relatively high
proportion reporting Covid-related diﬃculties suggests
the CEOs were reasonably open and candid. In sum, our
conclusions are these ﬁndings are fairly robust but we
should not apply them too absolutely or broadly.
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Asia and
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Other
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Industrials
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Regions

Technology
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The 41 CEOs are located fairly evenly around the world
however the percent who are female (8%) was only
marginally higher than the disappointingly low levels of
female CEOs in the broader business community
(Fortune 500: 7%; FTSE 250: 2%). For ethnic minorities,
it is even worse. Roughly 1% of US and UK CEOs are
black. None of the participants in this study were.
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FINDINGS
DECREASED EFFECTIVENESS OF
LEADERSHIP TEAMS
Covid was reported as very unsettling to Leadership Teams, especially initially and in ‘corporates’
(vs. investment ﬁrms). This effect was dramatically more pronounced in businesses with revenue
below $100m. When we looked closer we saw that:

41% of CEOs in corporates reported Covid
adversely impacting the overall
effectiveness of their Leadership Team
(versus only 17% of CEOs in investment
ﬁrms)

17%

41%

However 66% of CEOs of corporates below $100m revenue reported an overall decrease in
the effectiveness of their Leadership Team

CEOs Reporting Decreased Leadership Team Effectiveness
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and 46% of 'small corporate' CEOs reported strained dynamics in their teams.
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FINDINGS
UNIFYING EFFECT ON LEADERSHIP
TEAMS
Despite the decrease in overall team effectiveness, 98% of CEOs reported their teams were more
aligned on short term priorities as a result of Covid. However, 60% reported they were not more
aligned on longer term priorities (despite 93% reporting their team had spent much more time
ensuring it was aligned)

98% of teams more aligned on
short term priorities

40% of teams more aligned on
long term priorities

...but despite
93% of CEOs
devoting much
more time to
alignment and
team cohesion,
only...

It seems that attention, no doubt correctly, has been primarily on more immediate alignment and
given the external uncertainty that’s not at all surprising. Nonetheless, it is a source of concern as
lack of longer-term alignment often feels very unsettling even if, intellectually, people know it’s
unavoidable.
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FINDINGS
TEAMS HAVE ADAPTED SUCCESSFULLY
In the 1st half of May 48% of corporate
CEOs said that team effectiveness had
decreased, while in the 2nd half of May only
25% of CEOs reported this
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"Impressed with how quickly all

Feel that "the team has
supported our people very well

of my team appreciated the
magnitude of the situation and
were willing to take necessary
decisions with less data/certainty

at every stage of the Covid crisis"

than they're used to "
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L

2nd half of May

90%
Feel that "our method of Remote
Working works well now and will
work well (as is or with minor
changes) through the rest of this
year if need be"

KEY TAKE-AWAYS
Leadership teams of sub $100m businesses appear to have been
disproportionately affected by Covid. Whether this is due primarily to trading,
less secure ﬁnancial positions, less developed functional support or other factors
is not entirely clear. However, trust and team dynamics diﬃculties were reported
in twice as many sub $100m companies as larger ones

Many leadership teams (especially in larger companies) have adapted over time
but even they should embed learnings so any subsequent Covid waves aren’t as
unsettling as its initial impact

Devoting much time to long-term alignment is likely still a relatively low priority
for most CEOs. However, finding small amounts of time to focus on it and
acknowledging that the uncertainty can be unsettling is recommended

Investment ﬁrms' leadership teams appear less affected by Covid. However, they
would be wise to check that the leadership teams of their sub $100m revenue
portfolio companies are functioning effectively and are prepared for any
subsequent Covid waves

Make a concerted effort to not lose the decisiveness and pursue the amounts of
change previously thought impossible - perhaps by reinforcing how robust and
resilient people have shown to be - as the Covid crisis recedes
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THE LESSONS CEOS SAY THEY HAVE
LEARNED
1

Move even faster and even earlier

Whilst we navigated the lockdown successfully and had started our BCP
planning it would have been better if we got ahead of the government
decisions
$100m-$1bn UK Corporate CEO

2

Conduct more personal 1:1 'check-ins' earlier and encourage black-out periods to counter
the 'on all the time' burden

Everyone is motivated and driving in one direction in the face of a
signiﬁcant challenge which means that people are effectively always on we should have made it clear that it's acceptable and encouraged to shut
off for periods of time to avoid burnout in case this continues
$100m-$1bn Asia Investment Firm CEO

3

Put in place better methods of linkage - across senior people, functions and covid
projects

Regular cross-functional video calls across the ﬁrm to replicate "water
cooler" conversations were very helpful but should've been
implemented earlier
<$100m UK Investment Firm CEO
Create a stronger coordinating role to manage linked workstreams that
are led and carried out remotely
>$1bn US Corporate CEO
I should have expected more from my 2nd level reports earlier as the
burden on my direct reports was far too high
<$100m US Tech Firm CEO
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